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Archival	Collections:	Discoverability	and	Access
What	are	we	doing	at	IUPUI?
§ Migrating	finding	aids	to	ArchivesSpace
§ Releasing	the	Rights	to	the	finding	aids
§ Creating	and/or	enhancing	MARC	records	in	OCLC	for	finding	aids
§ Creating	authority	records	for	personal	and	corporate	names	in	OCLC
§ Creating	Wikipedia	articles
§ Adding	links	to	our	finding	aids,	digital	collections	(when	applicable),	and	the	SNAC	
website
§ Creating	Wikidata items
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Getting	our	Data	Ready
Finding	Aids	at	IUPUI
§ HTML	with	a	Word	version
§ Deeply	nested	and	poorly	formatted
§ Difficult	to	search,	especially	across	collections
§ Few	subjects	&	name	authorities
Moving	to	ArchivesSpace
§ Easier	updates	to	collections	(especially	for	new	accruals)
§ Better	searching	within	and	across	collections
§ Easy	implementation	of	subjects	and	agents
§ EAD	exports	allow	for	more	flexibility	in	the	future
Creator
§ Make	sure	you	have	a	creator	designated	in	your	finding	aid
Adding	a	Rights	Statement
• Must	release	the	text	for	use
• Rights	Statement	section	of	finding	aid	is	for	the	collection,	not	description
• General	note	in	ASpace with	CC/GNU	license
In…and	Out
Exporting	EAD
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RAMP	&	Wikipedia
What	is	RAMP?
Remixing	Archival	Metadata	Project	(RAMP):
§ Browser-based	tool
§ Developed	at	the	University	of	Miami	Libraries	in	2013
§ Interdepartmental	collaboration	(librarians,	archivists	and	developers)
§ Open	source	tool
How	does	RAMP	work?
§ Extracts	relevant	data	from	EAD (Encoded	Archival	Description)	finding	aid	files
§ Brings	in	data	from	external	sources	like	WorldCat Identities	and	VIAF (Virtual	International	
Authority	File)
§ Transforms	the	data	into	Wiki	Markup	for	publication	to	the	English	Wikipedia
University	of	Miami	Pilot	Project	using	RAMP
Cuban	Theater	Collections
§ 32	collections	total
§ Selected	18	based	on	completeness
§ Released	the	text	of	the	finding	aids	per	Wikipedia	guidelines	(CC-BY-SA)
§ Created	17	new	Wikipedia	articles,	enhanced	1	existing	article
§ Added	links	to	finding	aids,	digital	collections	and	Cuban	Theater	Digital	Archive
§ Increased	in	referrals	from	Wikipedia	to	the	library	site
Google	Knowledge	Graph
Wikipedia	Pageviews (one	year	period)
RAMP	1.0	Homepage
Development	of	RAMP	2.0
§ Overhaul	of	the	User	Interface	(UI)
§ JavaScript	re-written	to	conform	to	more	modern	single-page	web	application	(JQuery	and	Underscore.js)
§ More	secure	Wikipedia	log	in	using	https
§ Ability	to	ingest	single	files	directly	to	the	database	
§ Ability	to	delete	files
§ Easier	installation	process	using	Docker	(software	container	platform)	
RAMP	Installation	using	Docker	(Kitematic)
RAMP	Installation	using	Docker	(Kitematic)
RAMP	2.0	Homepage
Wikipedia	Page	Created	Using	RAMP
Wikipedia	Page	Created	Using	RAMP	(cont.)
Wikidata Item
Wikidata Item	(cont.)
Wikidata Graph	Builder
Challenges	&	Next	Steps
Challenges
§ Finding	aids	bios	are	not	written	with	Wikipedia	in	mind
§ Info	in	finding	aids	needed	updating	(some	written	almost	20	years	
ago)
Next	Steps
§ Continue	creating	MARC	records,	Wikipedia	articles	and	Wikidata
items	using	info	from	our	finding	aids
§ Monitor	web	traffic	(Wikipedia	referrals)
Thanks!
